SafeBreach Platform
Key Benefits
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The Security Team’s Challenge
Despite massive and ongoing investments in people and security products, enterprise security teams still
struggle to answer fundamental management questions and effectively address challenges they face
every day.

Simulate
Validate security controls with
over 15,000 attack methods
contained in the SafeBreach
Hacker’s PlaybookTM to test
defenses across your network,
endpoint, and cloud solutions.

•
•
•
•

What are the most urgent risks to the business assets I must protect?
Are my defenses working as expected?
Can my current defenses keep up with the growing number of threats?
How can we most efficiently prioritize our efforts to get the best results?

The SafeBreach Platform
SafeBreach enables security teams to provide data-driven proof of security, eliminate security blind spots
and weaknesses, and validate that controls are working as expected.
To stay ahead of attacks, security teams must harness the same tools and techniques that attackers
use. The SafeBreach platform safely executes thousands of proven breach and attack simulations —
automatically, continuously, and at scale.
SafeBreach safely executes breach scenarios across the entire cyber kill chain to determine where security
is working as expected and uncover areas where specific attacks will break through current defense
configurations.

Visualize
Visualize your security
posture mapped to the MITRE
ATT&CKTM framework. A
detailed network topology view
shows all exposures along the
cyber attack kill chain.

SafeBreach delivers the following key capabilities:
•
•
		
•
		
•

Automated, continuous and network-wide attacks
Paint the picture of how an attack would play out in your environment with SafeBreach Explorer
view and mapping TTPs to the MITRE ATT&CK framework
Real-time prioritization of business risks and actionable intelligence on the effectiveness of
operational security posture
Delivers visibility into which vulnerabilities are actually exploitable and sets their
prioritization based on your environment

Prioritize
Data-driven results to prioritize
remediation of security controls
and vulnerability management
patching of systems that are
actually exploitable.

Actionable Insights
Remediate
Collaborate across Security
and Infrastructure teams with
actionable remediation data prioritized by business impact
- and feed mitigation data to
your network, endpoint, SIEM
and SOAR solutions.

SafeBreach Insights automatically analyzes thousands of results, and continually provides detailed
guidance for the security team to quickly remediate gaps or suboptimal configurations in your security
controls.
These insights and the detailed action recommendations allow the team to prioritize remediation work
by business impact. The team gains the ability to resolve all high-risk and high-impact items quickly and
accurately.
The remediation data is shared with a wide number of external security solutions ranging from network,
endpoint, cloud, SIEM and SOAR solutions, to enable automated remediation of many incidents.
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Integrated
Ecosystem
Comprehensive integration with
key security technologies and
business platforms installed at
millions of organizations.

Comprehensive SafeBreach Platform
Integration with Threat Intelligence
Operationalize the latest threat intelligence by safely and quickly testing how your defenses will prevent,
detect and respond, with SafeBreach. SafeBreach converts threat feeds to run safely across your
network, testing your endpoint, network, email, cloud and container controls to paint the picture of a
hacker’s view of how your defenses will stand up against an attack.
Testing your defenses against the latest threats is the only way to understand the potential risk to the
business.

Risk-Based Vulnerability Management
The biggest challenge in vulnerability management (VM) is prioritization. Because thousands of
vulnerabilities may exist in an enterprise environment, it has been virtually impossible for organizations to
pinpoint which security gaps could lead to the most damaging consequences to the business.
SafeBreach integration with VM tools clarifies the actual posture of your environment, in terms of what
hackers can reach and exploit. By continuously executing attacks in your environment, SafeBreach
calculates the risk of both network and host attacks. Combining SafeBreach insights with its results from
vulnerability scans, VM teams can focus their remediation efforts on the locations that have the greatest
risk of exploitation by adversaries.

Assess Cyber Risk with Integrated Solutions
To most effectively evaluate how your defenses will respond against both
well-known threats and the latest threats seen in the wild requires tight
integrations with SafeBreach of the following:
•
•
•
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a threat intelligence system
endpoint, network and SIEM security solutions
a vulnerability management solution

SafeBreach will safely execute attacks across your enterprise to validate
what your security controls will detect and prevent, correlate the data to
your vulnerability scans to prioritized patch management based on what
is exploitable, and bring your teams together with a detailed remediation
plan to defend your enterprise.
SafeBreach is the only solution in the market that brings together threat
intelligence, vulnerability management and security control validation to
fully assess an organization’s cybersecurity risk.

Key Use Cases
Measure effectiveness of current security controls
Improve Security Tool ROI
Prioritize vulnerability patch management with what is exploitable in your environment
Understand your security posture against the latest threats
Effectively measure your cybersecurity risk

